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Tee Corinne Archive at
the University of Oregon
Tirza Latimer
“Woman Love: The Life Art, and Legacy
of Tee Corinne,” a symposium and
exhibition at the University of Oregon’s
Knight Library, convened in early
December, 2008. I was invited to deliver
the keynote address, speaking to an
assembly of fifty or so lesbians who had
driven to Eugene from the Women’s
Lands of Southern Oregon to attend, as
well as thirty or forty UO faculty
members and students. At least half of
the audience members knew Tee much
better than I, so I took good notes
during the Q&A. The next day, against
the backdrop of a student curated
exhibition of treasures drawn from the
archive, UO faculty members, graduate
students, and undergraduates delivered
presentations exploring facets of Tee’s
artistic career and political engagements.

a central figure in the community, and a
sustaining member of The Southern
Oregon Women Writers’ Group, Gourmet
Eating Society, and Chorus, which often
met at her house. These women were
present at her death and present at the
symposium honouring her life. They held
a writers group in the library, reading
work that reflected on their decade’s long
relationships to each other and to Tee,
as the capstone event of the symposium.
It was a privilege to be included in the
sweep of this powerful circle.

Along with several members of the
writers’ group and various other allies,
Tee helped to found “SO CLAP” in 1989
(the acronym stands for Southern Oregon
Country Lesbian Archival Project). SO
CLAP launched a strategic effort to collect
and preserve primary documents bearing
on the history and cultural output of
the lesbian communities in Oregon.
Women contributed essays or poetry
that reflected their experience living in
the lesbian communities and communes.
Tee was, in addition to her other
Tee was aware that, to cite her own words,
accomplishments, one of the pioneers
of the lesbian separatist back to the land “The lack of a publicly accessible history
movement, which she discusses in writings is a devastating form of oppression;
such as Wild Lesbian Roses: Essays on Art, lesbians face it constantly.”
Rural Living, and Creativity, 1986-1995 Tee would be proud of the work that
UO librarian Linda Long and her staff,
and documented beautifully with her
in collaboration with Oregon women
camera. The settlement of lesbian land
prominent in the cultural movements to
communities in Southern Oregon
which Tee adhered, have achieved at the
participated in the larger Back-to-theKnight Library. It has become a rich
Land movement of the late 1960s and
repository of historical material (the second
1970s, when a generation of young
largest lesbian history archive in the US)
people exchanged urban consumer
that would surely have vanished without
culture for a self-sustaining life on the
land, establishing communes and
this kind of foresight and dedication.
collectives throughout the United States Thanks to those who have contributed
and elsewhere. Tee moved to Southern
so generously to this project, these
Oregon in the early 1980s and became materials are now entirely indexed and

accessible to students of lesbian feminist
history, literature, and art.
The Feminist and Lesbian Periodical
Collection at UO contains 482 lesbian
and feminist periodical titles including
36 Oregon titles and 31 international
titles, mostly published during the 1970s.
A number of these publications evidence
the extent to which Tee took an active
hand in the promotion and circulation
of both her own creative work and that
of her lesbian comrades. To this end, she
reviewed art and literature for a variety
of publications. She was, for many years,
the art books columnist for Feminist
Bookstore News. A co-founder and early
co-chair of the Queer Caucus for Art,
she co-edited and reviewed books for
the Queer Caucus newsletter as well, as
many Caucus members recall. In 1991
she was chosen by Lambda Book Report
as one of the fifty most influential lesbians
and gay men of the decade. In 1997 she
received the Women’s Caucus for Art
President’s award for service to the Arts
(she co-founded the Women’s Caucus
for Art, Lesbian & Bisexual Caucus).
From the beginning, Tee was mindful of
the historical significance of her work
and, in addition to preserved traces of
her career itinerary in self-publications
such as Tee Corinne: Twenty-Two Years,
1970-1992. Such publications have
become a part of her rich archival legacy.
She also encouraged others to honor their
own work and communities by taking
comparable steps. Since her death, a great
many of us have sorely missed that
encouragement, although to some extent,
due to her persistence, we have internalized
the self-affirmative mechanisms that she
worked to instate.

PERSPECTIVE
Dear Queer Caucus for Art Members,

bothered me, in tandem with the other treatment of genderUpon returning from the College Art Association Conference in variant expression in conference spaces.
Los Angeles, I wanted to write to you all about some experiences I left the TFAP day feeling a little bit like I was in an unfriendly,
I had there. CAA Los Angeles was the second CAA I have had ANTI-feminist, ANTI-queer space. I realize that I am of a
the opportunity to attend, the other being the New York
different generation and time than about 90 percent of people
Conference that took place in 2007. At the New York
that were present. I am of a generation that was exposed at a
conference I was a student, still completing my MFA/MA
younger age to the concept of gender self-determination, and
and I was interviewing for a position. I attended this most
this is happening for people at a younger and younger age. I
recent CAA conference as a panelist, job-seeker, and as the
am wondering how we can bring these new genderqueer
co-chair of the QCA.
configurations into the dialogue, and explore the concept of
Before the conference began I met with my co-chair, Jonathan trans-feminism as something that is non-threatening and
Walz, to discuss a variety of matters. Some of the matters were empowering for everyone. I am hoping that the Queer Caucus
logistical, and others were more general regarding the direction for Art can take steps to encourage these dialogues through
of the Queer Caucus and actions the group might be able to panels and networking with groups like the Women’s Caucus
for Art, the Radical Caucus for Art and The Feminist Art Project.
take to increase queer visibility and make the conference a
I have already spoken to some of the future curators of The
more accessible and user-friendly place for queer attendees
(and I use queer to cover a spectrum of individual identities). Feminist Art Project, and they are feeling the same way, which
means maybe this dialogue will appear concurrently in
The goals of having a more user-friendly/queer friendly/accessible different spaces.
became even more urgent to me the next day (Thursday) at
the conference. It was my first full day there and I was dressed Thanks for reading this, and I welcome and thoughts or feedback.
up in my finest, a suit and tie. Upon entering a women’s
Yours,
bathroom, I was told I was in the “wrong bathroom.” This
Lacey Jane Roberts
happened to me THREE times while at the conference. This Co-Chair, Queer Caucus for Art
isn’t something that happens to me infrequently, and I don’t
mind passing for male whatsoever, but being hassled in the
bathroom is no fun, especially on days when you are presenting/
interviewing and the pressure is on. I also know that there were
other people at the conference who identify as trans/genderqueer/
gender-variant and/or have gender-expressions that are
conspicuously queer. After having this uncomfortable experience
at the conference I am hoping that the Caucus might be able
to establish some gender-neutral bathrooms for the Chicago
2010 conference. I feel that having bathrooms that are safe
for those with non-normative gender-expression is a crucial
not only as a practical matter, but as one that might further
the dialogue about how gender-expression is perceived and
managed in academia and outside of it.
Secondly, I had the chance on Saturday to attend The Feminist
Art Project panels and was also astounded at how genderqueer
and trans topics were discussed during some of the panels. The
incident that sticks out most in my mind was a panel about
artists who identify as feminists, and consider themselves to
have feminist practices. One of the artists got up to speak and
said something about making the choice to remain a butch
dyke and a feminist and choosing not to take hormones and
transition from female to male. A cheer then went up from
the crowd. First, I don’t think that the artist meant to solicit
this reaction—she is one of my favorite artists, and I find her
work extremely trans-friendly and affirming, and feminist all
at the same time. It was more the reaction of the crowd that

Bren Ahearn, Sampler #1, 2008 curated into the upcoming show Threads at
Qcc/SOMArts; see Calendar on page 3 for a complete listing
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Calendar
Items are listed in the calendar even if they
are now past; this is done in the interest of
having a record of relevant art exhibitions,
etc. The editors welcome reviews of these
or other LGBT art events and activities.

2009
November 29-January 3, 2009 “Mark

February 15-April 26 “Andy Warol: pop
politics” - Neuberger Museum of Art,
Purchase, NY
February 15-June 7 “Andy Warhol:

Exhibition Co-ordinators: Courtney
Dailey & Tamara Johnson
SOMArts Cultural Center, 934 Brannan
Street, San Francisco, CA 94103

snapshots” - Neuberger Museum of Art, Join Qcc and an amazing international
Purchase, NY
group of talented visual/media artists for
February 20-21 “Postwar queer underground the opening of our art exhibition, Threads.
cinema, 1950-1968” - conference, Yale Threads is not just about fabric and
University, organized by the Yale Research costume but also how queerness weaves
Initiative on the History of Sexualities
the threads of our physical, social and

Yankus: the point of secret” - ClampArt, www.yale.edu/yrihs
521-531 W. 25th St., New York www.
March 7-April 12 “Contemporary Flânerie:
clampart.com
Reconfiguring Cities” - curated by Vagner
M. Whitehead - Oakland University
November 29-January 4, 2009 group
Gallery, Rochester, MI
exhibition (including QCA member
Vagner M. Whitehead) “Made in Detroit” The opening reception for the Treasures of
- Galerie Eva Bracke, Berlin, Germany
Gay Art exhibition was held March 10 at
the Leslie-Lohman Gay Art Foundation
December 8-April 30, 2009 “The Center
story: an archival exhibition: the first 25 in New York City. The accompanying
catalog, edited by Peter Weiermair, has
years” - Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual &
Transgender Community Center, New essays by our own Jim Saslow and Allen
Ellenzweig. Jim’s essay addresses “queer
York www.gaycenter.org
desire,” the topic for our 2 ½-hour session
January 9-10 The 11th Annual Postcards
panel in Chicago. The show includes
from the Edge: a benefit for Visual AIDS
dozens of the works so you can actually
- hosted by Metro Pictures, New York
make comparisons if you go to the
www.visualaids.org
gallery. www.leslielohman.org
January 18-April 26 Andy Warhol: silver
March 18-April 25 “The art of Marco
gelatin prints and Polaroids - Neuberger
Silombria” - curated by Peter Weiermair
Museum, SUNY Purchase
- Leslie/Lohman Gay Art Foundation, 26
January 18-May 3 “Political Andy” [Warhol] Wooster St., New York www.leslielohman.org
- Neuberger Museum, SUNY Purchase
March 19-21 “Caravaggio: reflections
January 30-April 5 “George Tooker” and refractions” - session organized by
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Lorenzo Pericolo and David M. Stone,
Philadelphia
at Renaissance Society of America
February (concurrent with CAA 2009) “@” Annual Conference, Los Angeles
videos curated by Vagner M. Whitehead March 28 “Feminism now: symposium
(QCA member), Southern California
for new feminist art scholarship” Institute of Architecture, Los Angeles, CA, Brooklyn Museum
sponsored by CAA New Media Caucus
May 1-September 6 “George Tooker” February 13-15 “Seeing queerly: reading
Columbus Museum of Art, Columbus, OH
visual art as intertextual representation”
May 20-June 27 “Drawn together: works
- session organized by Helen Langa at
on paper by men drawing together” the Lavender Languages and Linguistics
Leslie/Lohman Gay Art Foundation, 26
Conference, American University,
Wooster St., New York www.leslielohman.org
Washington, DC www.american.edu/
cas/anthro/lavenderlanguages/sessions.cfm Sunday, June 7, 3pm THREADS —
Opening Art Reception, NATIONAL
February 14-May 17 “Warhol and music”
QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL 2009
- De Young Museum, San Francisco
Curators: Tirza True Latimer, Rudy
Lemcke, Matt McKinley, Pamela Peniston,
Allison Smith, and Tina Takemoto;

moral existence together into a multidimensional fabric of community and
our selves. What are the threads that
bind, mend and sometimes unravel this
spectacular fabric? How do we fashion,
perform, subvert or display queerness in
our art and lives?
So fashion yourself high or low and don
your hottest threads for the opening! There
will be a photo booth and photographers
roaming about capturing the fabulousness
of it all with music and performance in
the galleries—not to mention, food and
drink. All for free and fun.
ARTISTS: Atticus Adams, Bren Ahearn,
Mara Baldwin, Jasper Gregory Ball,
Micah Bazant & Emmett Ramstad, Zee
Boudreaux, Travis Boyer, Michael Buitron,
Teri Claude, Alex Clausen, Liz Collins,
Muriel Cros, Torreya Cummings, Greg
Der Ananian, Angela Ellsworth, David
Faulk & Michael Johnstone, David
Fiveash, David Gerard Romero, Paige
Gratland, Harmony Hammond, Jason
Hanasik, Henriette Hellstern-Kjoller,
Patrick Hillman, Onya Hogan Finlay,
Katherine Hubbard, Sade Huron, Jesse
M. Kahn, KillerBanshee, Harold Lohner,
Steven Vasques Lopez, Lorch/Fletcher,
Lee Maida, Christopher Menone, Cyle
Metzger, Zak Monday, Zanele Muholi, Ali
Naschke-Messing, Sheila Pepe, Ramekon
O’Arwisters, Ramstad, Kurz Rinehart,
Lacey Jane Roberts, Michael Sylvan
Robinson, Tim Roseborough, Kjerstin
Rossi, Anila Rubiku, Jeremy Sanders,
Jeannie Simms, Catherine Telford
Keogh, Rebecca Tess, William Cricket
Ulrich, Irene Waters, Anna Whitehead,
Angie Wilson
www.queerculturalcenter.org
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Calls for
Proposals
Desire .10

Logsdon 1909 Gallery
1909 South Halsted Street
Chicago, IL 60608
February 12 to March 6, 2010
Curated by Marco Logsdon
Conventional wisdom posits that 10
percent of the general population is
lesbian, gay, bisexual or transsexual.
Desire .10 is an exhibition that focuses
on the queer side of desire as expressed
by members of the LGBT community
and its supporters. This is an open call
for varied works that can take any form
—just as the form of desire is different
in each individual. Painting, sculpture,
mixed media, photography and video
are all acceptable mediums. Works will
be judged on artistic merit as it relates
to the theme of the show and the ability
of the gallery to properly showcase each
artist’s work. Help make this year’s Queer
Caucus CAA Convention Exhibition one
to remember for Chicago by submitting
your work for possible inclusion!
Please submit the following by November
30, 2009 to: marcologsdon@aol.com
3 jpegs (4” by 5” -300 dpi) of works to
be shown in tandem. Files should contain
artist name and title of work.
Individual works should not exceed 48”
in any direction (small works preferred).
Email should contain all pertinent
information as it relates to each work:
Artist
Title of Work and Date
Medium
Dimensions
Resume and Bio
Brief Statement (limited to 500 words
or less/Word document) explaining how
the theme of the show relates to the works
submitted. *Note: if works are not
thematically related, a statement needs to
accompany each piece, titled accordingly.
All works submitted must be for sale.
This is a commercial space and the
opening for the exhibition will coincide

with a Second Friday Gallery Hop for the historians and critics, but also established
Chicago Arts District. The gallery will only and emerging scholars and practitioners
take a 30% commission for works sold. in performance studies, theater, film,
philosophy, sociology and other fields.
All shipped work must contain return
Presenters must be or become dues paying
postage. Gallery is not responsible for
members of the Queer Caucus for Art.
returning any works without proper
Please send a 250 word abstract and
one-page CV to both Virginia Solomon,
virginia.solomon@gmail.com, and Robert
Summers, robtsum@gmail.com, by June 1.
Participating artists are expected to be
Accepted
papers will be notified no later
members in good standing of the Queer
than
July
15.
Caucus for Art. The QCA membership
form may be found here:
postage. Arrangements can be made to
drop off selected pieces by contacting
curator/director.

http://artcataloging.net/glc/glcn993m.html

How is “Queer”
Art Relational?
Ever since Nicolas Bourriaud’s 1998 text
Relational Aesthetics, many art historians,
critics and artists have been theorizing
about and/or making art as a relationality,
as community- and as world- making.
But is “queer” art (however construed)
engaged in the Bourriaudean notion of
“relational aesthetics”? Or is it engaged
in a slightly different style or form of
relationality, with a different understanding
of what constitutes the political, within
both art and the relational? If Bourriaud
is interested in the art of Liam Gillick,
Rirkrit Tiravanija, Carsten Höller and
others, then what of art and artists who
work outside of this mainstream “art
world”? How do “queer” practices and
tactics—such as those enacted by LTTR,
Ridykeulous, Ryan Trecartin, Ron Athey,
General Idea, Ray Johnson, Jack Smith
and others—enact a different version of
so-called “relational aesthetics”? Or,
indeed, those who refuse the “art world”
yet make “art” nonetheless—for example,
the “art” of the cruise, the glance, the
political action? How does “queer” (art)
work enact an aesthetics of the relational
that is critical of normativity in all of its
forms? Who is left out of the framework
of so-called “relational art” and its
attendant history? Indeed, how are we
to think relationality and aesthetics (the
writing, the research and the art) “queerly”?

Call for
Support

/*LINEAGE*/:
Matchmaking
in the Archive
*A project by E.G. Crichton in collaboration
with the GLBT Historical Society*

What voices from the past whisper in our
ears? /*Lineage*/ is a multi-dimensional
project I am directing as the first Artistin-Residence with the GLBT Historical
Society of SF. The project grows out of
my interest in community-based art that
is inspired by historical archives and
focused on the least visible people of
our history. My goal is to make those
whispers heard.
The /*Lineage*/ project involves a
process of matchmaking: one by one I
am matching creative individuals to the
archive of a community member who has
died. I ask the artist to form a relationship
with the archive, and to create a response
in any medium they choose. Relationships
between the living and the dead are
intense and these archive relationships
are no exception. It is a kind of lineage
that resides outside of bloodlines, the
kind that has nurtured us in our LGBT
communities for a long time.

The body of creative work that stems
from this matchmaking process will first
be accessible to the public at an exhibition
with a gala opening on June 19th at the
In seeking short papers that address some GLBTHS main gallery. The project will
or all of the questions above, this panel expand over time to include more
aims to be inclusive of not only artists, art people, events, other exhibitions and an
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interactive website. There are to date 20
participants in /*Lineage*/, with 10 of
them ready to show work by June 19.
And what might you expect to experience?
Here is a small taste:
* One collaborator is creating a music
video about a Japanese man who
immigrated to the U.S. in 1904 and
collected physique photos.
* A performer is creating a monologue
about a lesbian known as the “Tallulah
Bankhead of San Francisco.”
* A visual artist is creating a sculptural
installation inspired by the transgender
desires of a (born) woman who wrote
secret science fiction.
* A composer has written an aria based on
the prayer of a self-taught piano player
and performed by a male soprano.
* A writer is creating an epic poem to a
disabled lesbian who died in the 1980’s.
* An electronic artist is creating an
interactive computer piece inspired by
the life of a man who worked on the
Manhattan Project.
My role is to create the metaphorical
“conversations” between the living and
the dead, which initially will take the
form of portraits of each pair. Later, I
envision an electronic map of where
people’s lives have intersected across
time, a website that allows people to
collaborate digitally, and several events
where both the living and the dead are
invited to the table.
As we come into the final weeks of
preparing to open the exhibition, the
biggest challenge I face is funding. My
position as artist-in-resident is volunteer;
the Historical Society provides access to
the archives, help with publicity and event
receptions. I have written several grants
to fund various aspects of /*Lineage*/,
with some success, some disappointment,
and some still pending. There will be some
money available July 1 to start work on
the website. But right now I am designing
an ambitious exhibition with volunteer
labor and my own credit card. Just this
past January I gave a public presentation
to launch /*Lineage*/ that was received
with enthusiasm by a standing-room-

only audience. That event made clear
how hungry our community is for this
level of engagement, rediscovery and
creativity. With your help and that of
others in the community these voices
will be heard.
Despite being told that an exhibition like
this costs in the vicinity of $25,000, my
immediate budget is $5,000. This includes
the cost of partitions, signage, Plexiglas
archive boxes, electronics, printing and
framing, paint, and miscellaneous
hardware. It would be great to additionally
offer small honorariums to my work crew.
An exhibition designer for the DeYoung
Museum and curator/art historian from
California College of the Arts are
consulting on the overall design. A
graphic designer, videographer, carpenter
and electronics expert have also offered
their services. All participating artists are
working for free. The generosity and
vision of these participants are making
/*Lineage*/ a rich and unique
phenomenon, one that I hope offers
new ways to engage with our history.
The quality of the art deserves nothing
short of an inventive, professional design
to house the work. A donation of any
amount would be a chance to become a
sponsor for this community arts project,
to help make this first exhibition a success.
For people whose collective and
individual traces have been erased,
taking charge of our community
memory is still a radical act!
Please consider making a donation.
Checks may be made out to the GLBT
Historical Society earmarked for the
/*Lineage*/ project, 657 Mission Street,
No. 300, San Francisco, CA 94105.

Call for Images
For inclusion in
upcoming issues of
the QCA newsletter

Queer
Caucus for
Art Business
Meeting
Minutes
26 February 2009, Los Angeles, California
The meeting was called to order by chairs
Jonathan Walz and Lacey Jane Roberts.
Approximately 20 people attended the
meeting.
The call for the 2010 lunchtime panel
at College Art in Chicago will be sent to
the list soon after conference. The topic
will be a discussion of the interstices of
queer culture, art, media, design,
architecture, and visual and material
culture. [The call did go out the next
week; a jury on the potential papers will
be selected by the co-chairs.] Jonathan
Walz and Miranda Mason are coordinating
the 2010 panel on “Desire is queer!” with
a call for papers to go out from CAA in
summer 2009. The chairs will also be
seeking proposals for a full 2011 panel.
We will also investigate possibilities for
an exhibition in Chicago. The 2009 show
entitled “queercraft” was relatively easy,
as curator Joon Oluchi Lee selected the
work and the Los Angeles Gay & Lesbian
Center assumed most of the administrative
responsibilities for the show, including
publicity and installation. Jonathan Katz
will check with Terry Myers of the School
of the Art Institute about possible venues.
Lacey Jane will check with Threewalls, a
Chicago arts organization which does
exhibitions. Plans for the 2009 exhibition
were a bit confused as the coordination
shifted from a group of members to the
curator and co-chairs.

The January 2009 issue of the newsletter
was issued only in electronic form.
Contribute images of your work or the Comments about the ability to include
work of your subjects of study. The editors images were very positive. Jesse Kahn, new
of the newsletter are eager to feature the newsletter editor, set a deadline of April
work of our members. Email high-quality 1st for the next issue, with “publication”
JPEGs to jmk@jessekahncreative.com
QCA minutes, continued on page 6
for consideration.
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QCA minutes, continued from page 5

approximately May 1st. A fall 2008
bibliography was posted on the QCA
site and Sherman Clarke will issue biblio
graphies every so often. It is hoped that a
more cumulative and indexable form of
the bibliography can be found. Jesse has
a friend who works for LibraryThing, a
web-based cataloging site used mostly
for cataloging personal libraries. Citation
software such as RefWorks requires
subscription and/or institutional affiliation.
Various ways of dealing with the calendar
of events were also discussed, e.g., Google
Calendar, Facebook, wiki. The hope is
that the calendar can be timely but also
provide a record of relevant events. One
of the other affiliated caucuses is using
PayPal in order to allow for online credit
card payments for membership; it has
been suggested that we investigate this
possibility for QCA.
The lack of a reception this year, other than
the closing reception for the exhibition,
was lamentable but a reception at the
hotel costs upwards of $750 and receptions
away from the hotel do not get traffic. It
was suggested that the caucus might rent
a suite for one night and hold the reception
in the suite.

News of
Members
David Lloyd Brown’s exhibition of

drawings held in Boston, Lincolnshire
last year has traveled to its second of
three locations. Genesis-Genetics, an
exhibition of drawings by David Lloyd
Brown was held from February 27March 27, 2009 in the Chapel of Hull
University Middleton Hall, Cottingham
Road, Hull, United Kingdom
Over the course of this academic year, fall
2008 and spring 2009, María DeGuzmán,
associate professor of English &
Comparative Literature, Director of
Latina/o Studies, and conceptual
photographer (www.cameraquery.com)
at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, gave several evolving
versions of her presentation “The
Transport of Minikins, or Towards a
Queer Phenomenology” about her
recent photography work with minikins.
The first talk was delivered October 21,
2008 at UNC-Chapel Hill and was
sponsored by the LGBTQ Center on
campus. The second talk took place at
the 16th Annual Lavender Languages &
Linguistics Conference, February 14, 2009,
American University, Washington, DC.
For those interested in the panel topics of
that conference exploring an intersection
between linguistics, anthropology, and
visual culture studies, please visit the
following website: http://www.american.

New officers will be elected next year in
Chicago. Jonathan and Lacey Jane will
complete their terms. Sherman Clarke,
secretary, and Susan Aberth, treasurer
and membership coordinator, are willing
to continue serving but would be happy
to pass the tasks on to others. Those
edu/cas/anthro/lavenderlanguages/
who might be interested in serving are
encouraged to contact one of the caucus A very condensed blurb for “The Transport
officers.
of Minikins” reads: If you scrutinize the
Announcements: Jonathan Katz is working real closely enough it becomes “queer.”
on a 2011-2012 exhibition on “Art, AIDS, DeGuzmán explores her photographs of
America” to be held at the Corcoran and minikins (tiny little mannequins or
Tacoma Art Museum. Jonathan expressed figurines), and the ways in which the
the theme as dealing with the “literal death taking and the contemplation of minikin
of the author.” Suggestions of artists to photographs encourages the expansion
of perception in and towards a queer
be included were invited.
phenomenology. The talks, accompanied
The meeting adjourned and some
by a continuous display of photographic
members went to the LGBT center for the
images, were followed by conversation
closing reception of the caucus exhibition.
with the observers in attendance.
Minutes by Sherman Clarke, secretary
María DeGuzmán, Camera Query, also
sherman.clarke@nyu.edu
had two pieces in the Bailout Biennial

Show curated by elin o’Hara slavick and
Jeffrey Waites and on display at Golden
Belt Arts, Durham, NC, January 15 March 15, 2009. The first piece was
entitled “Abe’s Beauty” and the second
“The Dance of Labor & Management.”
See: http://goldenbeltarts.com/
newsEvents_featuredEvents.shtml
Jesse M. Kahn has a solo exhibit

“propositions,” opening May 23 at
Good Question Gallery in Milford, PA.
www.goodquestiongallery.com
Lacey Jane Roberts is a 2009 Smack

Mellon Hot Pick Artist
Robert Summers Elected board member of
Telic, Telic Arts Exchange http://telic.info;

Elected board member of Telic’s The
Public School http://la.thepublicschool.
org/; Curated and exhibition at the
Distributed Gallery titled “BodiesCities” (which featured the work of Gio
Black Peter, Bruce LaBruce, Vaginal
Davis, Slava Mogutin, and others;
Chaired the panel “Intersectional Queer
Visualities” at the annual Association of
Art Historians (AAH) – this year held at
the University of Manchester, England;
Invited to give a lecture on “Queer
Warhol” at UC-Riverside’s California
Museum of Photography http://www.
cmp.ucr.edu/exhibitions/warhol/;
Published essay “Switchpoints: The
‘Queer’ Child or the Child ‘Queered’
by Race” in the UCLA Center for the
Study of Women e-journal www.csw.
ucla.edu/Newsletter/Feb09/Feb09_
Summers.pdf

Submit your news! Email information on
to jmk@jessekahncreative.com. Each issue
the editors will compile and publish news,
links, and images from our members.
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MEMBER PROFILES
Name: Graham C. Boettcher

Name: Kelly Wacker

Position: The William Cary Hulsey
Curator of American Art, Birmingham
Museum of Art

Position: Associate Professor
of Art (Art History) and
Gallery Director, University
of Montevallo, Montevallo,
Alabama

Education: Yale, B.A. ’95, German Studies;
University of Washington, M.A. ’99, Art
History; Yale, Ph.D. ’06, History of Art
Book I’m reading now: Although I read
for research on a nearly daily basis, I’m
bad about finding the time to read for
pleasure. I’ve been trying to finish Curtis
Sittenfeld’s Prep for nearly four years!

Education: BA—Colorado
State University; MA—
Bowling Green State
University; Ph.D.—
University of Louisville

Past research: The Twentieth
Century
Dies: David Bowie as
Book that inspired me in grad school:
Postmodern
Art Detective
Jean Baudrillard’s Simulacra and Simulation rocked my world.
Professor—I deconstructed Bowie’s 1995 album, Outside, as a
Favorite artist: I have an almost fanatical devotion to the German gritty hyper-real gestamtkunstwerk commentary on contemporary
Romantic painter Caspar David Friedrich. I’ve seen more than art at the end of the millennium. It led to editing an anthology,
90% of his entire body of work, including the four Friedrichs Baroque Tendencies in Contemporary Art published by Cambridge
in American collections. When I lived in Dresden, I used to
Scholars Publishing.
clean his grave in the Trinitatisfriedhof, and I’ve visited many
Current research: The End of Land Art—I’m tracking paradigm
of the places he painted, including the Chalk Cliffs on the
shifts
in Land Art and focusing on the development of
island of Rügen and the Eldena Ruins in Greifswald.
community-based public art and ecologically oriented art
Artist I’d most like to meet: I wish I would have had the chance (aka Eco-Art or Ecoventions).
to meet Andy Warhol, not so much for his art, but because of
Book that inspired me in grad school: Has Modernism Failed?
the fact that we’re both obsessive collectors. I think we
by Suzi Gabilik
would’ve have gotten along famously!
Book I’m reading now: Art Nature Dialogues by John Grande
Best advice received: When I was a kid, my grandmother

paid her psychic to do a reading for me. She advised me to
always follow my first instinct, which has proven to be the
best course of action in my life.

Favorite artist: This constantly changes; currently it would be
a toss up between Alice Aycock, Felix Gonzalez-Torres,
Alfredo Jaar, and Nancy Holt.

Working habits: Habitual procrastinator with a desire to reform. Artist I’d most like to meet: Living–Miranda July; Dead–Franz Marc
Unexpected art experience: I’m always finding art in unexpected
places. I recently found a sculpture by the Minnesota artist
Paul Fjelde in a junk shop in Cave Springs, Georgia, and a
small bronze by Nicolai Fechin at a moving sale in Birmingham.
Past research/show curated: I just curated the Birmingham

Best advice received: “Not everyone is sane.” (From one of
my grad school professors.)
Working habits: I can’t think clearly without a clean desk and

I actually file files and organize random things into white
binders giving the appearance that I’m much more organized
than I really am.

Museum of Art’s first all-nude exhibition, Body Image: American
Art and the Human Form, which included works by John LaFarge, Unexpected art experience: Becoming the Gallery Director. I
Robert Henri, Robert Mapplethorpe, and Philip Pearlstein,
always thought that I would “just” be an academic and so
among others.
never took any museum methods or curatorial courses in
Current research/show curating: This fall, I’m the site curator for grad school. I’m now comfortable curating and installing
Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness: American Art from shows and enjoy having direct contact with artists.
the Yale University Art Gallery. I’m also putting together materials Queerest (art) experience: Being an out lesbian art historian in
for an exhibition on the Viking Revival in American art.
the Heart of Dixie. Really.
Queerest (Art) Experience: Meeting Yasumasa Morimura at
the Japan Society in New York.
Three Things on your playlist: Belle & Sebastian, Catastrophe

Three songs on my playlist: Barracuda by Miho Hatori; How to
Be Invisible by Kate Bush; Candidate (demo version) by
David Bowie

Waitress; The Cardigans, Rise and Shine; The Killers, Mr. Brightside
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